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Life is too busy for courtrooms.
Don't wait, mediate!







 Mediate in a Week
Book an agreed date and time with the other party.





 Can't Agree on Date & Time?
Both sides rank their best times & let mediator schedule.





 Your Quality Mediator
With a mediation settlement rate that gets it resolved.





 Get Ready to Mediate
Receive confirmation, pay, & attend mediation.







Locate Mediators Worldwide by Area, Location, & Keyword
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Got a legal dispute but little time? We help parties in conflict make peace quick so they can get back to what matters.

InstantMediators was born from a passion that encourages conflict resolution using technology, especially technology that ends the frustrating and time-consuming process of getting legal opponents to the negotiating table. Whether it's a co-parenting dispute over kids or a conflict between business partners, mediate it fast and move on.




 Family Law & Divorce
Resolve that pending divorce case out of court by negotiating an equitable property division in days, not months or years.





 Co-Parenting Disagreements
Help put to bed toxic disputes over child custody and support right away by working out a parenting plan that actually sticks.






 Business Law Conflicts
Save thousands in litigation costs by entering a mediated settlement agreement over contract disputes sooner rather than later.





 Civil Suit Mediations
Quickly conclude consumer, workplace, landlord, and insurance disputes confidentially outside of a judge or jury.






 Education & Peer Mediations
Conveniently address conflict in schools in ways that empowers students and facilitates learning and promotes personal growth among young people.





 Pre-Suit Mediation
Help avoid unnecessary litigation in the first place by trying out voluntary alternative conflict resolution with an opponent to attempt settlement, or at least narrow down the contested issues in dispute.













Book Your Mediation

	
		
			Review the calendar below and if both sides can agree on a mediation date, select a date and time below to begin the scheduling process.


		

	




Can't Agree on a Date?

	
		
			Powered by Catchapp, see this month’s available mediation dates and times and rank your preferences. Invite your opponent to do the same and let the mediator schedule.


		

	










Meet Standby Mediators


Quickly book a mediator below to help you move your mediation fast.

	
		
			
      
		

	


	
		
			

		

	






Solving the Problem of Mediation Delays


Several factors can contribute to delays in getting people to the mediation table to address their conflicts.

InstantMediators addresses those problems.
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                      Financial Constraints:

                      

                    
Concerns about the cost of mediation might delay individuals from seeking this route, especially if they are unsure about the potential for a positive outcome.

InstantMediators have a budget for every party. Find the right mediator today.
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                      Power Imbalances:

                      

                    
Fear of power imbalances in the mediation process can discourage weaker parties from participating. InstantMediators work to give every party an equal voice, whether online or in-person.
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                      Logistical Challenges:

                      

                    
Finding a suitable time, place, and mediator that all parties agree on can be challenging and time-consuming. InstantMediators have availability calendars to make the booking process quick and easy without unnecessary delays.
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                      Waiting for the 'Right' Time:

                      

                    
Parties might delay mediation in hopes that the situation will improve on its own, or they might be waiting for a more opportune moment to address the conflict. InstantMediators value availability above all else so the time is always ``right`` when parties are ready to negotiate.
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                      Legal Proceedings:

                      

                    
Involvement in legal proceedings can delay mediation. Parties often wait for legal advice or hope for a resolution through the court system before considering mediation. InstantMediators provide an alternative outlet, that is both confidential and convenient, for addressing conflicts ahead of litigation. ``Pre-lawsuit`` mediation, even without settlement, can at least clear up what the parties are fighting over.



                









Latest News About Instant Mediators


Catch InstantMediator interviews and announcements here.
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Introduction to Peacefultalks.com with Darcy Thompson and Jeff Aresty


Darcy Thompson and Jeff Aresty are mediators who founded Peaceful Talks, a mediation office that helps people resolve disputes through peaceful communication. Darcy has extensive experience in […]


Read more
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